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Wine Lister also asked its Founding Members
which wines have seen the sharpest rise in
demand recently. Five of the top 11 spots go to
Bordeaux, including Château Canon (for a
second year running) and Calon-Ségur, a new
entry with the joint-highest number of votes
for any Bordeaux (but behind two DRC entries).
Margaux, Figeac and Mouton Rothschild
also make repeat appearances high up the list.
Nonetheless, with more than 60 votes in total,
Burgundy is the region whose wines have seen
the sharpest rise in demand overall.
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Burgundy may be the current darling in wine investment circles,
but Bordeaux remains a dominant force. Ella Lister reports on current
trends – and shares her tips for en primeur purchases this year

IS BORDEAUX COOL again? The original
collector’s wine, Bordeaux fell from grace with
the overpriced en primeur release of the
excellent 2010 vintage, coinciding with the
China bubble bursting. A spate of ‘Bordeaux
bashing’ ensued, and meanwhile wine
collectors around the world got excited about
other regions instead. Top wines from
Burgundy and Piedmont, for example, saw
prices rise at as much as five times the rate of
Bordeaux equivalents over the course of 2017.
However, Bordeaux has been at the forefront
of the fine wine industry for centuries – and
it’s not going anywhere. It is easy for wine
lovers to get excited about a new discovery
from the Jura or Corsica – and quite right too
– but Bordeaux will hold firm as other trends
come and go. The southwestern region of
France still represents a huge chunk of the
fine wine market (over 60% of wine traded on
Liv-ex, for example), even if it doesn’t get the
respective airtime.
One of London’s most achingly hip wine
bars, Noble Rot, names the Bordeaux section
of its wine list ‘So un-cool it’s cool’ and has
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recently gone to lengths to expand its mature
claret offering for customers. ‘Many top
châteaux are available at market-beating
prices,’ declared its latest newsletter. It is true
that Bordeaux, castigated for greedy release
prices, now often represents good value
compared to the headier heights reached by
the top wines of Burgundy.
By the time you read this, the 2017
Bordeaux en primeur campaign will likely be
in full swing. The vintage is very good, and if
priced well below current market prices for
2015 and 2016, could be worth your attention.
And it has attracted lots of interest already:
during the annual en primeur tastings in
Bordeaux, châteaux reported hundreds more
visitors than last year.

Wine royalty
Bordeaux’s supremacy is confirmed by the
results of a recent survey carried out by Wine
Lister – the online fine wine index that I
founded in May 2016. Wine Lister provides
independent ratings and analysis to inform
better buying decisions. As part of our
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‘Bordeaux, castigated for greedy release
prices, now often represents good value
compared to the top wines of Burgundy’
research, we carry out in-depth surveys with
our Founding Members, around 50 key
members of the international fine wine trade
(whose identity remains anonymous to ensure
objective answers). For these respondents, the
region still looms large.
Bordeaux’s top wines remain the most
prestigious in the world. They account for nine
of the top 12 wines voted as conferring the
most prestige (see graph above). It’s the names
you would expect, with all five first growths
making the cut, joined by Right Bank royalty
Cheval Blanc, Petrus and Le Pin, as well as the
king of Sauternes, Yquem.
‘First growths retain a global sense of
prestige due to their well-known names,’
commented one Founding Member, a specialist
UK merchant, explaining her answers. Château
Lafite Rothschild is still the most prestigious
classified first growth – though it can’t match
Petrus. However, all of these Bordeaux stars
are blown out of the water by Burgundy’s
Romanée-Conti from Domaine de la RomanéeConti (DRC), and the estate has two other
wines in the top 12.
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Burgundy is also the region with the highest
number of wines predicted to see the largest
gain in brand recognition over the next two
years. However, Bordeaux fills all six top spots,
with rising stars such as Canon and RauzanSégla (both Chanel-owned). Also tipped as
brands on the up are Les Carmes Haut-Brion,
Brane-Cantenac, Haut-Batailley and Pavie.
A French négociant explained that he chose
Haut-Batailley ‘because Lynch-Bages has taken
it over and they have the resources to increase
the brand’. A top-tier UK merchant voted for
Pavie thanks to it ‘improving so much and the
wines becoming more drinkable earlier’.

Ones to watch
Wine Lister’s Founding Members also shared
tips on wines that they rate highly but which
are underappreciated. Perhaps surprisingly,
given the region’s renown, nine of the top 12
hail from Bordeaux, underlining the trade’s
admiration for the wines. The two wines with
the most votes each are Brane Cantenac and
Grand-Puy-Lacoste. A sweet wine from Barsac,
Château Coutet, is also recommended.
Now back to en primeur, and some wines to
watch out for, because if you don’t snap them
up quickly you’ll miss the boat. Apart from the
first growths, Bordeaux 2016 wines that sold
the fastest during last year’s campaign –
according to Wine Lister’s Founding Members
– were Châteaux Canon, Calon-Ségur, Figeac
and Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande.
All four have made wonderful wines in 2017,
and are well worth investing in en primeur if
the price is right.
Bordeaux, then, is simultaneously home to
the most prestigious, in-demand, on-the-rise
and underappreciated fine wines in the world.
It may not exactly be cool, but as author Jon
Bonné points out in his book The New Wine
Rules: ‘Some wines have stretches of being
uncool, and often that is the best time to
discover them.’ ➢
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